Orientation discrimination depends on spatial frequency.
Thresholds were measured for discriminating the orientation of sinusoidal gratings of varying spatial frequency, and found to decrease monotonically with increasing spatial frequency. For discrimination of high-contrast (10 times threshold) near-vertical gratings, thresholds ranged from about 1 deg at 0.04 c/deg to 0.5 deg at 0.2 c/deg, after which there was little improvement. At lower contrasts and for discriminations around a mean of 45 deg, thresholds varied more so, and continued to improve until 1 c/deg. The variation of orientation discrimination thresholds with spatial frequency follows a similar trend to the variation in orientation bandwidth of visual units over the same range of spatial frequencies. Thus the present results are consistent with recent "opponent-process" models of orientation discrimination, that predict that thresholds to be limited (at least in part) by the maximum slope of orientation selectivity of visual detectors. That thresholds for high contrast vertical gratings did not improve for frequencies higher than 0.2 c/deg implies that orientation bandwidth and noisiness of oriented detectors may not be the sole factor limiting orientation discrimination, and suggests the existence of more central noise sources.